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Abstract

Angular distributions of the differential cross sections for the

pionic fission 6Ll(n +, 3He) 3He have been measured at pion energies of 60

and 80 MeV. The differential cross section Is found to decrease

tnonotonlcally with cos'6 and Is conpared with a theoretical prediction.

(Submitted to Physics Letters B)
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Exclusive nuclear (p,« ) reactions havj been Investigated

Intensively during the past decade, but ictlX reaaln far from being

completely understood. The original promise of using the (p,x) process

as a probe of the nuclear wavef unction 'a high-momentum coiiponents has

been superseded by the Interest generated In determining the nature of

the reaction Mechanism [1].

For thoBe (p,n) reactions that occur below the free NN + SNu

threshold, the nucleons within the target nucleus act coherently In order

to create a pion. The only Vlnesatlc requirement for such reactions Is

that the total center of mass kinetic energy exceed the plon rest mass.

For pion production using nuclear projectiles the energy Is supplied by a

composite of nucleons* Below the free nucleon-nucleon threshold, a

coherence of both the bombarding nucleons and of those within the target

lo needed to produce a pion. Such a "doubly-coherent" requirement would

suggest a suppressed cross section. However, data for the 3He(3He,n+)6 Li

and 1|He(3He,it+)7Li reactions and their Inverses [2,3,4,5,6] at these

•ub-threshold energies show significant cross sections (of the order of

nb/sr).

Germond and Ullkln [7] have presented a semi-phenomenologlcal model

from which they calculate the cross sections for these reactions by

assuming a **He-2H clustering for 6 Li and using the measured cross

sections of the 3H(p,n+y*He reaction as Input. An alternative proposal

[8] has also been used to explain the 3He(3He,n+)6Li reaction by assuming

that the collision produces a A-nucleon-hole state with the plon being

produced by the A decay.

Recognizing that previous data on the 3He(3He,n+)6Li reaction were

characterized by a lack of consistent, detailed measurements of the cross
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•section1* angular distribution, we have measured the angular distribution

of the time-reversed 6Ll(n+,3He)3 He reaction at plon energies of 60 and

60 KeV (or 371 MeV and 411 HeV equivalent 3He energies, respectively).

Figure (1) shows the experimental arrangement. A 9SZ enriched 6Li

target, with an ireal density of 112 ag/ca2 and enclosed with mineral oil

In a polyethylene bag, was mounted over a 7 x 7 cm2 window on a plastic

scintlllator target holder, which also acted as a veto counter. The

reaction products were detected by three pairs of coincident plastic

sclt-.tlllator telescopes with the front arras set at 30* Intervals In the

lab and *>0 cm away from the target and the rear arms at the kinematic

conjugate angles and at 30 cm from the target. Each telescope consisted

of two AE counters (5 i 30 x 0.1 cm3 each) together with a stopping E

counter (8 x 30 x 2.54 cm3 ). Behind the E sclntlllator was a veto

counter (9 x 30 x 0.8 cm3 ) ti.at served to discriminate against more

penetrating background particles, such ae plons and protons. Over the

kinematic region explored, the maximum range In sclntlllator of the 3He

nuclei was always less than 1.2 cm. All of the counters In a telescope

were coupled to photomultlplier tubes with luclte light guides, except

for the AE2 which, due Lo space restriction*, was coupled to Its

photomultlplier tube by a set of flexible fiber-optic cables [9].

The measurements were performed on the Mil pion channel at TRIUMF.

The Incident pion flux was monitored by detecting decay muons using a

coincident pair of thin scintillation counters, mounted at a lab angle of

10* from the beam axis. Two Independent calibrations of this telescope

were performed using an in-beam counter at the target location and a n C

activation technique [10].
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The x+d • 2p reaction from a heavy-water target was used to

calibrate the pulse height* from the detectors. During this calibration,

a hardware-defined event In a conjugate telescope consisted of any

two-fold coincidence between pairs of AE or E counters, hence permitting

the counters' efficiencies to be extracted In the analysis. For the

6LI(n+,3He)3He measurements, an event In a conjugate telescope pair was

redefined by requiring a six-fold hardware coincidence in the telescopes

(four AE's and two E'a) together with no signals fron any of the three

veto counters. The data were recorded event-by-event on magnetic tape

for off-line analysis.

Solid angles of the telescope pairs were estimated using a Monte

Carlo code that Incorporated the finite beaa size, experlnental geometry,

reaction kinenatlcs and aean energy losses of the 3He nuclei. A Bean

value of about 74 asr was obtained for the lab solid angle. This result

was affected by the small fraction of the 3 He nuclei that were stopped

prior co reaching the E counters, which led to variations of less than 81

In the solid angle, depending upon the plon energy and detector angle.

The aajor systematic errors were due to uncertainties in the beaa

normalization (~10Z), dead-time losses generated by the veto counters

(<10X), and uncertainties in the solid angle estimation (~5X) and In the

the efficiency measurements (~3Z). Sunning these In quadrature yielded

an overall uncertainty of about 152.

In the off-line analysis, the proton, deuteron and 3He spectra were

individually identifiable. After the application of software cuts to

exclude the background particles in conjugate arms, the 3He spectra were

clearly visible in all telescope pairs. Background runs (with only the

polyethylene bag and mineral oil present) were treated identically and
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the weighted results subtracted fron the LI data* No background events

survived the strict conjugate software cuts set around the two-body

peaks. Examples of three-dimensional conjugate 3He ADC spectra In a

telescope pair are shown In figures (2a) and (2b), where software cuts

have been applied to reject the Z • 1 particles In both arms.

In figures (3a) and (3b) the da/da '« of 6Ll(*+,3He)3He at 60 and

80 MeV are plotted as a function of cos26 and are tabulated In table I.

The errors reflect the counting statistics only. Data fron Saclay [3],

LAMPF [S] and older measurements Bade at TRIUMF (6] are also shown In the

figures for comparison. A general observation that can be aade of these

distributions Is the relatively aaooth angular structure. The data

exhibit an overall consistency, although the LAMPF Measurement at 59.3

MeV Is over a factor of 2 greater than that expected from our data. The

old TRIUMF data points at 60 and 75 MeV are about a factor of 2 less than

our 60 and 80 MeV data, respectively. We are unable to suggest any

satisfactory reason for these possible discrepancies other than their

being most likely the result of the difficulties Inherent In aeasurlng

such a low cross section reaction. At each energy, the cross sections

measured here decrease monotonlcally with cos26 .

The Geraond-Wilkln calculations also shown in figures (3a) and (3b)

are for the two wavefunction types used in the theory to describe the 6L1

nucleus, a harmonic-oscillator and Woods-Saxon. Each wavefunctlon type

is further split up into two subsets corresponding to the relative signs

of the imaginary parts of complex zeros used in the parameterization of

the 3He(p,Ji+)'lHe Input. Over aost of the range of cos26 , the data lies

between the two predictions based on the two wavefunctlon types; at the

forward angles (cos'6 > 0.75), though, the data Is well approximated by
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the Woods-Saxon calculation. However, the observed steep dependence upon

r> *
cos 8 Is not predicted by the theory.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Diagram of the detection apparatus showing the aiz aras and

the telescopes In the reaction plane. The (nj'u^) counters

were aounted at an azl*uthal angle of 90*. "A", "B" and "C"

refer to the conjugate arms and "F" and "R" refer to "Front"

and "Rear".

Figure 2. A characteristic AEj -E ADC acatterplot for T - 80 MeV for

(a) the front telescope at a lab angle of 30* and (b) the

rear telescope at the klnenatlc conjugate angle. Software

cuts have been applied to reject the Z • 1 particles.

Figure 3. Differential cross section as a function of cos26 for (a)

60 MeV and (b) 80 MeV plons; the solid squares are fron this

work, the triangles are fron Saclay [3], the circle Is from

LAMPF [5] and the crosses are old TRIUHF data (6]. The

curves represent the Genaond-Wllkln calculations using

Woods-Saxon (solid line) and harmonic-oscillator (dashed

line) wavefunctions. The + and - refer to the relative

signs of the Imaginary parts of zeros used In the Input data

paraneterizatlon. Errors shown are statistical only.
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Table I

Differential Cross Sections

(MeV)

60

80

6LAB

do/dQ* (nb/ar)

15*

471.2+50

243.4±21

30*

323.9+38

16O.3±17

45*

188.5130

85.7+12

60*

149.0+25

41.0+9

75*

61.3+17

49.1+10

90*

89.U20

36.6+8


